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Abstract: This collection documents the work of gay writer Dumont Howard (1954-1988). Howard was the popular music critic for "The Sentinel," and his short stories, reviews and celebrity interviews appeared in numerous other publications, including "Cracks in the Image," an anthology of gay fiction. Howard was also author-in-residence for the Lilliput Players children's musical theater, and the collection contains scripts, scores and publicity for the musicals he wrote.
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Acquisition Information
Scope and Content of Collection
This collection documents the work of gay writer Dumont Howard (1954-1988). Howard was the popular music critic for "The Sentinel," and his short stories, reviews and celebrity interviews appeared in numerous other publications, including "Cracks in the Image," an anthology of gay fiction. Howard was also author-in-residence for the Lilliput Players children's musical theater, and the collection contains scripts, scores and publicity for the musicals he wrote. The collection also includes personal and business correspondence, subject files, photographs, scrapbooks, and personalia. There are also notes for, and drafts of book proposals, interviews, music reviews, plays, screenplays, short stories and works of nonfiction.
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